
Act 1:
● The contestants all walk into the room and are introduced to the show

by our host which is Isaac
○ We chose Issac because of his naturally funny personality and

how he acts in everyday life and we think that it will bring more
comedy into our show

● This will most likely take 30-60 seconds because the introduction will
be brief and will probably do a pan of all the contestants' faces

● Our bachelorette will introduce herself and explain her life story.
● This will also take around 45 seconds.

○ We cast our bachelorette because of her sassy and very truthful
personality. This means she will be very blunt with the
contestants creating comedy because of it.

● After the bachelorette introduces herself and the show is introduced
the guys will line up in line and start saying their pickup lines to her

○ We will have a nerd with a heavy accent because we expect a
funny interaction between him and our bachelorette

○ We will also have multiple typical jokes that will be super
confident in their looks and will set up our bachelorette to make
fun of them.

● This will probably take at least 3-4 minutes
● We will have behind-the-scenes interviews about our bachelorette

and the guys talking about their experience in the speed dating
● Each interview will take 30-45 seconds and only a select few guys will

get the interview.
● At the end of the act, she will choose around 5-7 guys that she likes

the best and the other guys will be eliminated

Act 2:
● After the guys have been picked by our bachelorette, we will have to

test their brains.
● The teams will be picked by a random generator so the guys can’t

team up or cheat
● They will divide into two teams and will battle it out to see which team

is the smartest



● They will be asked trivia questions to test their brain and show that
they are not just good-looking but also smart

● Our host Isaac will be asking them questions and each team will
battle out to see who first reaches 3 correct answer questions

● They will have 15 seconds to answer each question
● They will also be switching after every question so each guy gets to

answer a question
○ This will most likely take at least 3-4 minutes to shoot because

we need to get the guys to answer the question and their
reaction shots.

● After the team reaches the 3 questions they will be awarded the
winners and the 3 guys that won will go on a date with our
bachelorette.

Act 3:
● All the contestants that have been chosen by our bachelorette will

move on to the next round
● In the next game, they will go on 2-minute dates where they will get to

spend one-on-one time with our bachelorette.
● In these dates, we will probably only take the set bits from each date

which should be 30-45 seconds of footage per date.
○ We hope that on these dates our bachelorette digs into her

sassy and brutally honest personal;y which makes these dates
funnier

○ We also hope that the cast uses their unique personalities of
nerdiness and goofiness to make it even funnier.

● While this is happening we will have her friends watch the date and
give their feedback on it

○ We cast her friends to be brutally honest and sassy with no
filter. We hope that this no-filter adds even more comedy to our
show.

○ These cuts back between the dates should only take 20-30
seconds.

● After all the dates have finished the bachelorette will get to meet with
her friends to discuss their opinions about the dates and the guys.



● Ultimately, the guys will all line up and the bachelorette will choose
her favorite guy who wins the show.

● This ending will probably take around 2 minutes with her discussing
with her friends along with the suspense of the choosing of the guy.


